
The Supreme Court ruling in Castillo Angel vs.
Cerámica Alberdi, handed down September 7,
2004, followed a long journey through the
Argentine legal system.The case originated in the
Province of Mendoza, and from the beginning
the main issue was which court had jurisdiction
over workers’ compensation disputes.
A worker brought a suit against his employer
before the local labor court without first
presenting his case to the medical commissions
as dictated by the Workers’ Compensation Law.

The employer, in turn, argued that the labor
court lacked jurisdiction in the case. The
employer’s argument was overruled by the
Superior Court of Mendoza, based on the
court’s view of the constitutionality of Article
46.1 of the Workers’ Compensation Law, by
which the medical commissions must rule on
disabilities and disagreements.

The employer’s insurance company appealed to
the Provincial Supreme Court, which ratified the
lower court decision. The insurer’s last resort
was the Supreme Court of Justice of the
Argentine Republic.

The national Court analyzed whether the
Workers’ Compensation Law should be dealt
with by each province or if, on the contrary and
considering the federal character of the law, it
should be handled by the federal courts.

The Court ruled unanimously that the law was
incompatible with the Argentine constitution’s
delineation of the duties and responsibilities of
the provincial courts and federal judges.

This ruling legalized the employee’s original
move to present such cases before the local
courts, should the local court feel competent to
rule in these cases.

There are several consequences of the decision:

• Removes predictability in estimating the 
amount of payment or indemnity due in 
cases of permanent partial disability

• Reduces the speed with which benefits are
provided

• Reduces judicial consistency, due to the fact 
that each judge may have a different 
interpretation of the law
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International Alert
Legal Upheaval for Workers’ Compensation in Argentina

The workers’ compensation system in Argentina was thrown into disarray by
the recent Supreme Court ruling that declared part of the country’s Workers’
Compensation Law unconstitutional. In the near future, the result is likely to
please no one, as delivery of benefits is expected to suffer and costs are likely
to rise. Risk managers should be aware that the tasks of controlling and
transferring risk are likely to become more complicated. Of even greater
concern is the possibility that some companies may be subject to new legal
responsibilities not covered by local workers’ compensation carriers
(Aseguradoras de Riesgos del Trabajo).
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• Undermines the principle of repair, prevention and education 
outlined in the Workers’ Compensation Law, turning
workers’ compensation into an indemnity system in which
exchange of money is the primary concern

• Undermines the guiding force of the percentages established
by the indemnity price list previously in use

• Results in an increase in costs

Differentiation of Claims

We expect to see different processes followed depending on
whether claims are legitimate (undisputed) or illegitimate
(disputed).

For legitimate or undisputed claims, we expect that most claims
will be submitted to workers’ compensation carriers, and
supervision would be provided by the medical commissions.
Employees would retain the right to present their claims to the
courts in the future.

Illegitimate or disputed claims (no fault illnesses, firings with
claims for accidents or illnesses) will probably go directly to the
local courts, where employees might be able to win not only a
reparation under the Workers’ Compensation Law, but also an
additional undetermined economic compensation, which would
have to be paid by the employer.

Insurance Issues

Though Workers' Compensation coverage is written by specialist
Workers' Compensation carriers, they will not provide employers
with Employers Liability (EL)  insurance. The Argentine General
Liability market also excludes Employers Liability risks. So if the
precedent of this court decision is not reversed and more EL suits
emerge, the lack of an Argentine EL market will be an immediate
issue. There will be pressure from employers to secure statutory
protection against civil suits, enforceable throughout the
Argentine court system.

At Herzfeld Willis SA, we will continue to monitor and analyze
the situation in our effort to help our clients best control, reduce
or transfer all of their risks.
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